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Designer Amahlia Stevens’ swim
collection is designed, sourced and
produced in Southern California
with an eye toward fit, fashion and
sustainability.
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SWIM TRENDS

The Beach Scene—
Cruise 2017
high-necks to crochet treatments, off-the-shoulder tops,
flirty ruffles, rash guards, handcrafted details, tropical
prints, and high-cut legs a la the ’80s. Envision the yogi/
surfer girl, romantic bohemian, island traveler and the
gypset a la ’70s Marrakesh as muses. Here is a look at key
trends of the season.—N. Jayne Seward

COURTESY OF REVEL REY SWIM

DOVE SHORE

Swimwear designers are turning up the heat as they head
to Miami to debut Cruise ’17. Fashion and activewearinspired silhouettes that transition from beach to street
continue to influence the market. Think festival chic, beachto-boudoir, and sports-luxe swimwear and cover-ups that
can be worn year-round. Trends for Cruise ’17 range from

Anna Kosturova

Revel Rey Swim

HIGH-CUT LEGS

DAVID ROEMER

ANDERS BROGAARD

“Raising leg lines in bottoms creating a legs-for-days
look [is a key trend],” said L*Space Chief Creative Officer
Monica Wise. “We got a lot of inspiration from the late
’80s/early ’90s from prints to style lines. We just love it all,”
she added. Vitamin A by Amahlia Stevens’ collection takes
inspiration from the iconic French cuts of the ’80s and

’90s, which she modernized for today’s woman. “I am loving the resurgence of the sexy one-piece, with higher
cuts that lengthen and flatter the legs,” designer Amahlia
Stevens said. “Teeny bikinis are eternally cool and ideal for
long days spent in the sun—also with higher-cut bottoms
and simple triangle tops,” she added.

MAGICAL MARRAKESH

Jantzen

Marrakesh serves as inspiration for several brands this season, including Jantzen
and BLEU | Rod Beattie. “Greece and
Morocco provide inspiration for prints
and patterns,” said Creative Director and
designer Rod Beattie, who added that
blue tones are particularly strong this
season. “The world is so global today,
so I reflected on some of my past travels and adventures around the world to
Greece and Morocco as well as Mexico,
which I have somewhat of a love affair
with spiritually and creatively,” he added.

Melissa Odabash
14
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DOVE SHORE

ANDERS BROGAARD

NATASHA WILSON

COURTESY OF BETH RICHARDS

DAVID JAKLE

Greenlee Swim

Melissa Odabash

Anna Kosturova

BEACH TO STREET

Amaiò Swim

Vitamin A by
Amahlia Stevens
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DOVE SHORE

Red Carter

Anna Kosturova

Red Carter
Melissa Odabash

EARTH ANGEL

COURTESY OF COURTNEY ALLEGRA

DOUG HAC

@PURIENNE_

Soft, nomadic influences and plenty of bohemian allure are part of the Melissa Odabash
Cruise ’17 collection, which takes inspiration from the designer’s “voyageur” lifestyle.
Visualize embroidered tunics with tassel details
and matching gypsy-inspired tops and skirts.
According to BLEU | Rod Beattie Creative
Director and designer Rod Beattie, beach
cover-ups remain loose and easy this season. “Bohemian and peasant trends influence
silhouettes from tops and dresses to caftans,”
Beattie said. “Engineered prints and scarf-like
patterns [are] important. Off-the-shoulder treatments return,” he added. Handcrafted details
continue, including macramé, crochet trims,
braiding and plenty of fringe.

JASON ROSS SAVAGE

BOHO BEAT

JASON ROSS SAVAGE

KORE Swim

ANDERS BROGAARD

Beth Richards

Multifunctional swimwear and cover-ups will go from the beach to the street this season. “I
think customers and designers alike [are] wanting to elevate swimwear more toward fashion and functionality,” said Amaiò Swim designer Samantha Khoury, who added that creating statement pieces with classic silhouettes that easily transition from beachwear attire
to streetwear is most important. Revel Rey Swim designer/owner Audrey Swanson is also
seeing swimwear become more versatile going forward. “Swimwear is making an exciting
transition from a typical bikini into a wearable fashion that is more versatile,” Swanson said.
“I think you will see these trends in one-pieces that can be worn with skirts and pants and
halter tops and crop tops that can be worn with jeans and shorts.”

Courtney Allegra

“The hottest trends this year include earth tones
and luxury fabrics,” said designer Courtney
Allegra, whose Amazon rainforest–inspired
Cruise collection includes stretch suede in
earth and jewel tones. “I hope to promote
awareness for [the Amazon’s] decline and
encourage its preservation with my 2017 collection’s theme,” she said. Earthy jewel tones
are trending, according to Red Carter and
Vitamin A designer Amahlia Stevens. “I largely
incorporated an earth-tone color palette, with
rich shades that embody vibes of the elements,” said Stevens, whose palette includes
copper, mineral, jungle, oasis and new, shimmery metallics.
15
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ANDERS BROGAARD

Anna Kosturova

COURTESY OF COCO REEF

ALI MITTON

Courtney Allegra

Coco Reef White
Label

Greenlee Swim

6 Shore Road by Pooja

6 Shore Road by Pooja
16
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L*Space by Monica
Wise

TROPICAL PUNCH

COURTESY OF 6 SHORE ROAD BY POOJA

“The success of high necks barrels on,” said Cathy Hernandez, vice
president of women’s swimwear for
Margaritaville Apparel. The highneck tank was a breakout trend last
season and is showing no signs of
slowing down. Designers—including
Jantzen, L*Space by Monica Wise
and Anna Kosturova—are all serving
up the look in a variety of fabrics,
prints and shapes for Cruise ’17.
According to BLEU Creative Director
and designer Rod Beattie, high-neck
crop tops with modern detailing and
D-ring lace-ups are key.

Melissa Odabash

“The impact of activewear in the mainstream
has made sporty clean looks very directional,” said LeSwim founder/designer Adriana
Caras. Think color blocking, one-pieces,
mesh fabrics and rash guards. “I think the
activewear influence has opened up crossovers from swim to everyday life—one-pieces
as body suits, rash guards that are sun protective and worthy of streetwear,” she added.
Many brands will be offering activewearinspired looks, including L*SPACE by Monica
Wise, which is extending its L*ACTIVE line to
include sexy, sleeved swim tops and meshinserted swim leggings. Melissa Odabash
added a nautical spin to sports luxe–inspired
styles this season with bold shapes, classic
nautical colors, fish net and zip details.

COURTESY OF COURTNEY ALLEGRA

HIGH-NECK TANKS

COURTESY OF 6 SHORE ROAD BY POOJA

Peixoto

Melissa Odabash

SPORTS LUXE

DAVID JAKLE

LeSwim

DOVE SHORE

DOVE SHORE

ANDERS BROGAARD

MICHAEL REH

SWIM TRENDS

“The couture runways are all showing large, leafy florals and pastels.
These trends are definitely spilling
over into swim for Cruise ’17,” said
Greenlee Swim designer/founder
Casey Greenlee, whose collection includes wallpaper-like mixand-match prints. Envision late’70s and early-’80s glamour—a
la Michelle Pfeiffer in the movie
“Scarface”—as Greenlee’s inspiration. For Peixoto founder Mauricio
Esquenazi, inspiration for Cruise
’17 came “from the beach to the
streets—strong, confident women
who are not afraid of wearing bold
shapes and colors. The tropical lifestyle—the beach, sun and
palm trees.”
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EMILY FAULSTICH

MICHAEL REH

ALI MITTON

DAVID ROEMER

Jantzen

L*Space by Monica
Wise

Peixoto

SEXY BACK

DOVE SHORE

Beth Richards

Lolli Swim
ALI MITTON

COURTESY OF BETH RICHARDS

COURTESY OF 6 SHORE ROAD BY POOJA

COURTESY OF BETH RICHARDS

Strappy lingerie styling continues to add allure to swimwear. “Strapping
and lace-ups of all types look amazing in tops, bottoms, one-pieces
and resortwear covers,” said Margaritaville Apparel Vice President of
Swimwear Cathy Hernandez. “The vast array of successful and widely
accepted fashion silhouettes is what I’m finding most exciting. [Our customer] isn’t playing it safe with just basic bodies but is comfortable in
fashion lace-ups, low backs, strapping suits and any of our new twists on
fashion that we have in the line,” she added.

Beth Richards

L*Space by Monica Wise

BEACH ROMANCE

Anna Kosturova

“This season is all about celebrating femininity in moretraditional ways. Moving in a bit more of a sophisticated
direction, emphasizing the back and neck,” said designer Beth Richards. “The ruffle, bell sleeve and feminine
details are most important this season,” she added. For
Anna Kosturova, Cruise ’17 is about romance channeled
through lacy crochet details, frills and ruffles. Kosturova’s
“Seduced by the Sea” Cruise ’16 lookbook follows the
story of a woman in love. “Beach walks, ocean dips and
sand naps make this love affair so much more unforgettable. Her body is adorned with white crochet lace that
looks like it was made just for her from the ocean foam
of crushing waves,” she said.

6 Shore Road by Pooja
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Rainforest
Retreat
Inspired by exotic vacations to locales from the
Amazon and Southern Yucatan to Indonesia and
sub-Saharan Africa, the tropical rainforest serves as
the backdrop for innovative and beautifully designed
swimwear. From a technically designed one-piece to a
modern take on the two-piece, Cruise ’17 promises a
fresh take on swim.—Estevan Ramos

Photography by Matthew Mitchell
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LULI FAMA black “Heart
of a Hippie” open-weave
string halter suit with
DYNAMIC ASIA black
basket-weave hat
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RAINFOREST RETREAT

CAPTIVA BY CHRISTINA brightcoral sweetheart strapless bra
top with cross-strap halter and
bright coral cross-strap bottom
22
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TORI PRAVER soft-lime highwaist side-string bottom and
BINDY multi-beaded string
necklace with turquoise tassels
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RAINFOREST RETREAT

LULI FAMA “Secrets in the Sand” cross-string top and side-string bottom
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BECCA BY REBECCA
VIRTUE black one-piece
suit with lace-front deep
plunge, Rio de Janeiro
beach sarong
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RAINFOREST RETREAT

AZUL BY MOUSSY white shortsleeve cover-up in green tropics
print and COURTNEY ALLEGRA
black string-bikini bottom
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6 SHORE ROAD by POOJA
white cross-strap top
with mesh inset and white
double-side-strap bottom
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RAINFOREST RETREAT

HOT WATER
“Jungle”-print halter
and side-tie bottom
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HAUS OF
PINKLEMONAID
tomato-orange
one-piece
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RAINFOREST RETREAT

DIRECTORY
6 SHORE ROAD by POOJA (212) 274-9666
AZUL BY MOUSSY (213) 250-6200
BECCA BY REBECCA VIRTUE (212) 944-9788

POLO RALPH
LAUREN
snakeskin-print
one-piece with
lace-up front and
cutouts

CAPTIVA BY CHRISTINA (212) 391-0717
COURTNEY ALLEGRA (805) 6-CA-SWIM
DYNAMIC ASIA (213) 629-1741
HAUS OF PINKLEMONAID (818) 667-5736
HOT WATER (212) 391-0717
KENNETH COLE (212) 221-6152
LULI FAMA SWIMWEAR (305) 234-5656
POLO RALPH LAUREN (212) 221-6152
TORI PRAVER (949) 422-8106
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Photographer/Art Director: Matthew Mitchell
Asst. Photographer: Patrick Pineda
Stylist/Producer: Estevan Ramos
Asst. Stylist: Geo Stevens
Makeup: Kale Teter
Hair: Jesus R. Meza
Model: Elizabeth–Factory/Chosen
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Amahlia Stevens in her design studio

Getting Energized With Vitamin A
Designer Amahlia Stevens’ swim collection is designed,
sourced and produced in Southern California with an eye
toward fit, fashion and sustainability.
By Deborah Belgum, Senior Editor
From her compact creative studio just steps from the beach,
swimwear designer Amahlia Stevens has a bird’s-eye view of the
Pacific Ocean.
If the sun is hot enough, she takes a break at lunch and plunges
into the azure blue waters off the coast of Laguna Beach, Calif.,
where she gets an idea of how her swimwear line Vitamin A will
perform in the rolling surf.
Stevens’ day starts at 6 a.m., when she wakes and passes the
first hours of the morning with her 2½-year-old blonde twins,
Gemma and Ruby. “I spend the morning with them with a walk
34

34-36.feature.indd 34

or a run. We come home and do our yoga together. Then we have
our breakfast, and I go to work around 10 a.m. My design studio
is about one mile from my house, so it doesn’t take long to get
there,” she said.
At the studio, she starts the day combing through emails and
answering messages. Depending on the time of year, it can be a
full-on hectic workday or more laid back. During the hectic season, time is taken up with designing the collection, going to fittings, setting up appointments with fabric and trim vendors, and
scheduling meetings.
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When the seasonal rush dies down, it is connecting with fashion bloggers, keeping up with
social media, attending public-relations events
or getting together with retailers.
In the early days of the label, in 2000, life
running a swimwear company was much simpler. The design studio was in Stevens’ house,
swimsuits were stored in the garage, and the
designer herself packed suits into boxes and
hauled them to the UPS store.
When Stevens launched her line, black was
one of her most important colors. For her, the
“Little Black Bikini” was just as important as
the “Little Black Dress.” That first year, her
three basic colors were black, brown and nude.
Black is still high on the color spectrum, but
as her swimwear line has grown, pops of color
and prints have invaded the collection, which
has grown beyond bikinis to one-pieces, beachwear and accessories.
Fit has always been an important element in
Stevens’ designs. The suits are made with flat
seams that hug the body, flatter certain curves
and stay on in rough waters.
But one of the most important things in
growing her swimwear line was making sure
her suits left a smaller environmental footprint
than other swimwear lines. The collection is
manufactured in Southern California and made
of EcoLux, a recycled nylon fabric, which cuts
down on waste. Stevens also uses Lycra Xtra
Life fiber to extend the life of each suit beyond
traditional spandex products.
“It took me time to be able to grow the business to where I could support developing my
own recycled fabrics,” Stevens said inside ViCALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS/WATERWEAR 2017 JULY 11, 2016
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tamin A’s administrative headquarters in Irvine,
Calif. “I worked with factories in Canada, Italy
and here in California. It took me three years
to develop the fabric in Southern California.
So when I produce these suits, they are knitted
and dyed here, cut and sewn here, and packaged here.”
The idea of sustainability and environmentally friendly manufacturing come from Stevens’ days in the 1990s when she worked as
a consultant at Patagonia, the eco-conscious
sportswear company founded by Yvon Chouinard in Ventura, Calif.
Stevens helped develop the Water Girl swim
and sportswear line for Patagonia and could see
how the company was trying to be a good environmental citizen. “I got my inspiration from
Yvon Chouinard and his development of microfleece made from fibers of melted-down plastic
bottles, which forced the whole industry to take
a new look at recycled fabric and use it,” she
recalled.
Stevens went on to work as a designer for
Abercrombie & Fitch, pitching in to develop
Hollister, an offshoot division that has grown
exponentially.
But even though she was deep into sportswear design, swimwear was her passion. While
keeping her hand on the sportswear side, she
designed swimsuits for friends and clients of
her design firm. The company’s DNA was basically a simple, sophisticated and minimalist
line that was architecturally inspired with a
laid-back California elegance. That DNA hasn’t
changed, but the company has grown up.

The Vitamin A design studio in
Laguna Beach, Calif.

Continued on page 36
35
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Continued from page 35
There is now a chief executive officer, Chris
Staff, the former president and chief operating
officer of Authentic Fitness Corp., who came
on board in 2005 and also heads up sales. He
is an old hand at swimwear. Authentic Fitness
made renowned swimwear labels such as Speedo USA, Anne Cole, Cole of California and
Catalina.
Under his leadership, Vitamin A has grown
nationally and garnered a reputation as a quality label. Price points reflect that. Bottoms retail for $58 to $115, tops go for $88 to $140 and
one-piece suits sell for $174 to $275.
Today, the label is carried at prestigious department stores such as Neiman Marcus and
Nordstrom as well as in 500 to 600 specialtystore doors in the United States and Canada.
Online retailers such as Shopbop, Revolve and
Nasty Gal also stock the line.
“I’ve carried Vitamin A since day one,” said
Diane Biggs, owner of the Diane’s Beachwear
chain with 21 stores. “It is one of my most favorite lines in the whole industry. I like it because of the quality and because of Amahlia
and her design ability and foresight.”
Biggs noted that the suits may be abbreviated but provide coverage in the right places.
“Her fit is extraordinary,” Biggs said.
Fetneh Blake, who owns a self-named contemporary womenswear boutique in Laguna
Beach, doesn’t carry swimwear at her clothing
store, but Vitamin A is one of her two favorite
swimwear brands. “I personally like Vitamin
A,” she said. “I think the suits are beautifully
made. I am very particular about fabric on bathing suits. And I think her bathing suits are very
flattering.”

Paddling forward
Like most of the clothing world, online shopping has changed the pace at Vitamin A. Initial36
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ly, Stevens designed only Spring and Summer
collections for her mostly California clientele.
As the brand became more national, she added
Resort for the cold-climate customers headed to
warm waters to escape the cold winter.
Then, when online shopping became popular, Stevens added a capsule collection every
month to keep shoppers feeling there was constant freshness to the line. “Online shopping
has been a huge influence in our market,” Stevens admitted. “And it is a lot of work.”
The new capsule collections usually consist
of three new fabrications per delivery and a new
item or two.
Social media has also been a huge game
changer. For some time, the swimwear brand
has had a presence on Facebook, Pinterest and
Instagram, but in December the company hired
a social-media manager, who has taken it to
another level. “This year has just exploded for
us,” Stevens said.
Then there is the athleisure trend. Vitamin
A doesn’t have an athleisure line, but that
might change in the future. Right now it makes
cropped rash guards and bralettes that can double for yoga classes and exercising.
Most recently, Stevens did a one-time partnership with Target, which saw her designing a
special Vitamin A Soleil line for the mass merchandiser. The affordable bathing-suit collection, which launched in February, had bikini tops
that sold for $39.99, bottoms for $29.99 and onepieces for $59.99. The suits were manufactured
in Asia and not made of recycled nylon.
“Target reached out to us, and I was really
excited about it,” Stevens said, noting that Target has teamed up with other top-end labels
such as Lilly Pulitzer, Missoni, Prabal Gurung, Phillip Lim, Zac Posen and Jason Wu to
do collaborations. “It was a big honor to be
a part of that roster of designers. We got our
name out there to their 30 million customers
that we would not have had an opportunity to
meet.” ww
CALIFORNIA APPAREL NEWS/WATERWEAR 2017 JULY 11, 2016
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swimshorts

are fun and on trend with a twist for 2017.
www.annecole.com
lll

Anne Cole® 2017 is continuing our DNA for driving
color and prints. Color trends are rich and tonal in
both cools and warm colors. Lips Red is back as a
statement color and Sunkist orange is providing a
real pop of color in solids and prints. In prints floral
is super important, either small or large. Painterly
stripes and paisleys are well represented. And texture
via mesh and crochet is elevated and chic for today’s
modern woman. www.annecole.com
lll

BECCA® by Rebecca Virtue is known for putting
together a perfect mixture of fresh, vibrant colors and
stunning swimwear silhouettes and strikes a wonderful balance between sexy and delicate femininity.
Each collection is defined by the ability to beautifully
adapt fashion to the female form by combining exclusive fabrics and prints with the perfect fit. In addition
to eye-catching swimwear, BECCA® has created a
resort collection of cover-ups and lightweight dresses that can be worn from the beach to the street.
Rebecca Virtue, a native Californian and alumna of
Otis College of Art and Design, resides in Orange
County, California, where she creates her namesake
BECCA®. www.beccaswim.com
lll

Bowie James is a modern collection of swimwear
and resortwear for girls ages 2–14. Rooted in Southern California culture and the beachside lifestyle, our
line is designed with both functionality and style in
mind for the active babes we’re outfitting. Each season we travel to a new, magical destination, where
our colors and prints come to life through the wonder
of a child’s imagination. Our Cruise 2017 Dunes to
Blooms collection takes us to the Mojave summer’s
heat, where the young, wild, and free dance to their
own beat. www.bowiejames.com
lll

The show environment of Cabana is inspired by the
best beach resorts around the world from Tulum to
Cote d’Azur to Ibiza. While inspiration is an important
aspect, comfort is also at the top of the list. Cabana
is a place where brands and buyers can do business but also reunite and relax. Service is taken into
consideration in all aspects of the show whether it’s
golf carts between venues, creative food options, or
a personalized bracelet instead of a badge as you
enter the show—at Cabana it’s all in the details. This
year’s show dates are July 16–18 in Miami Beach.
www.cabanashow.com
lll

COLE® of California 2017 is paying particular attention to novelty trims and fabric giving the collection a
younger attitude and an incomparable design/value
package. From strappy-back crochet, friendship
bracelets, braid trims, and knit fabrics, the designs
42
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Curvexpo is the only platform in North America solely dedicated to designer intimate apparel, swimwear,
and men’s underwear. Curvexpo will be presenting
the collections of over 350 brands at Mode Lingerie
and Swim CURVENY New York July 31–Aug. 2,
2016, at the Javits Center North, and Mode Lingerie
and Swim CURVENV, hosted by Project Womens ,
which will be held for the first time this season at the
Mandalay Bay Convention Center in the same hall
as Project Aug. 15–17, 2016, in Las Vegas. For more
information, please visit our website.
www.eurovetamericas.com
lll

ECO PEACE® by Aqua Green® continues to
change the world with this young designer, sustainable swimwear collection. This brand-new line
collection is thoughtfully created by Aqua Green
to combine sustainability, glam, bohemian spirit,
and fun, festival-chic trends. The made-in-America,
young designer line is a sensation with retailers. ECO
PEACE® by Aqua Green® strives to make a bold,
adventurous fashion statement while keeping in mind
its impact on our planet. www.Ecoswim.com
lll

Inspired by Emily Glaeser’s bicoastal living and love
of traveling, each of her designs for EG LUX has distinctive silhouettes that fuse both comfort and style
to create the ultimate lingerie and swimwear brand.
Having grown up in between the hustle and bustle
of Philadelphia and the mountain life of Warren, Vermont, Glaeser says the words of Diane Von Furstenberg have always resonated with her—”I didn’t know
what I wanted to do, but I knew what kind of woman
I wanted to be.” She always knew she’d be the kind
of woman who had her own line one day—and what
materialized was EG LUX. Glaeser wanted to create
a fun, sexy line that made all types of women feel
strong, sexy and powerful. Let’s be honest, a good
bra is like a good hair day—it changes everything.
Visit us at Hammock in Miami and CurveNV
@ Magic. www.eglux.com
lll

Geotex Digital & Heat Transfer Printing is a leading digital and roll-to-roll sublimation printer based in
Los Angeles. We specialize in both small- and largequantity printing projects with the most competitive
rates in the industry. Just in case you don’t have your
own designs, we also carry a large library of openline designs for you to choose from. Not only do we
carry an extensive selection of printable fabrics, but
we can also print on your fabrics. Please feel free to
contact one of our associates for more info and a
quote on your unique project. www.multitex.us
lll

Hammock takes place July 16–18 at the W South
Beach. The show continues to focus on its founding
mission: to provide boutique swim and resortwear
designer brands at a sophisticated, event-based
platform to launch their new collections in style. The
three-day event will feature leading swim brands
such as Beach Bunny, Elena Makri, Indah, Kaohs,
L’Agent by L’Agent Provocateur, Pain de Sucre, and
Honey Luna. For more details on the show schedule
or to register, please visit www.hammockshow.com.
lll

Clean, modern silhouettes, a nod to the classics, and
beautiful vintage-inspired prints are the fundamental
principles of the Helen Jon design philosophy. Chief
design considerations remain elegance, simplicity,
and enduring quality. With a little preppy bohemian
and some Gypset added to the mix, Helen Jon brings
forth an elegance and a freshness that is just as
perfect at home as it is away on vacation. The criterion for new styles endures—if it will be out of style
tomorrow, it won’t be added to the line today. Visit
us at Mode City in Lyon, Swimshow Miami, or Swim
Collective in Huntington Beach. www.helenjon.com
lll

Hyosung, makers of Creora® Highclo™ super-chlorine-resistant spandex for longer-lasting swimwear,
launched a new 55-denier yarn for enhanced shaping
and compression. Fabrics are available in the latest
fashion colors from Hung Yen Knitting & Dyeing of
Vietnam. Also available from Hung Yen in Creora®
Highclo™ is the newest collection of digital prints
from its new internal printing mill. Visit Hyosung at the
upcoming Outdoor Retailer show, Aug. 3–6, Booth
#255-313. www.creora.com
lll

Meet Isabella Rose, a new collection created by
The Lunada Bay Corporation. Embracing an unabashed sensibility of “effortless edge,” Isabella
Rose employs thoughtful detailing with handmade,
artisan-focused techniques to harness adventure and
beauty in a playful approachability. The Isabella Rose
customer is a fiercely curious creature who lives life
boldly. She lives on the edge but in her own unique
way. She appreciates cool adornments that make her
stand out, but with a keen eye to curating her look
with a finesse known only to her. Unearth the potential for your customer by contacting an Isabella Rose
sales representative at our New York showroom at
(212) 944-9788.
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LA Swim Week is an event with a global vision,
launching quality initiatives and enabling designers
to achieve higher significant linear and nonlinear exposures. Our cohesive alliance with industry-leading
merchants and visionary fashion professionals will
promote relevant opportunities to fund educational
programs and outreach, setting the stage for future
generations. Our mission is to provide a world-class
event with exquisite luxury brands, to promote innovative styles, and to foster an environment for boundless art, beauty, and fashion. http://swimweekla.com
lll

LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ —The Secret Ingredient
To Comfort, Fit, Style, and Confidence. The added
stretch, shape retention, and comfort of LYCRA® fiber transformed fashion in the 1960s and has set the
standard for quality products ever since. From flattering swimwear for the beach to the freedom to move
favored by competitive swimmers, chlorine-resistant
LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ fiber helps swimwear stand
out at the poolside and on the beach. For more information about LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ fiber for swimwear, please contact Pattie Ficorilli at Pattie.Ficorilli@
invista.com or (203) 949.9903. lycra.com
lll

Since 2011, La Maison De Pascale, a Canadianbased swimwear producer, has been catering to
beach travelers and sun worshippers. Chic, contemporary, high quality and carefully constructed with
meticulous attention to detail, Pascale swimwear is
built to impress. With a focus on quality, comfort, and
lifestyle, Pascale caters to the sophisticated taste of
modern beach travelers. The newest addition to the
Pascale family is its men’s line, a beautifully designed
and fashionable trunk that shows off any man’s
physique—slim, pudgy, or even built like a rock-star
jock. This newest addition debuts at SwimShow. The
SS17 Pascale Swim men’s swimwear collection has
bright colors, fun prints, and sophisticated; unique
patterns influenced by travel adventures. It’s inspired
by tropical island vacations and made for comfort
with the carefree beach traveler in mind. Men’s swimwear shorts are available in two lengths—5" and 7"
inseam. European-cut quick-dry swimming shorts are
made of innovative fabric to provide special features,
including high-performance stretch supported by
TRUFLEX ™ technology. www.maisonpascale.com
lll

Magicsuit® is a contemporary, sexier, edgier collection with allover comfort control and designs that
are sophisticated and enhancing. Stunning silhouettes boast dramatic draping and precise detailing
that embrace and enhance a woman’s curves. The
styling is a trend-driven, fashion-forward look with
sportswear-inspired looks coupled with the latest in
shaping technology. New anti-wrinkle jersey fabric
makes it easy to pack and go. Fabulous, easy-wear
cover-ups that can be worn from sunrise to sunset
make this collection a must-have. The Magic actually
happens when the customer tries on a swimsuit—
she not only feels the difference but sees it as well.
www.magicsuitswim.com
lll

lll

Just Bones Boardwear™ by Jennifer Weisman
is known for Reinventing the Boardshort™. The
boardshort has patented technology allowing it to
be adjusted for the perfect fit. In unique, vibrant
prints, these boardshorts will stay on while surfing,
wakeboarding, or during any water sport. Just Bones
Boardwear™ is expanding its lifestyle brand with a
sexy and sporty line of bikinis. As a brand recognized
for fit and function, these bikinis, constructed with
racerbacks and cross straps, are secure for performance. In fashionable prints, these bikinis will be a
hit on the beach or in the surf! www.justbonesboardwear.com
lll

Kagan Trim Center, in business for over 70 years,
is proud to be your primary wholesale lace and trims
supplier. We offer a complete selection of apparel
trim, from the most current designs of the season to
all the basics. We have over 75,000 trimming items in
stock, including elastic, ribbons, laces, and embellishments of every description. We’re able to dropship our products from China to anywhere in the
world, saving you time and money. Additionally, our
team is comprised of experienced professionals in
every aspect of the trimming industry, able to provide
you with the answers you need, quickly and accurately, thus allowing you to get your finished product
to market without delay! Please visit our easy-tonavigate website to see our products. All inquiries
welcome. www.kagantrim.com
lll

What would you call a fabric that scuba divers use
to pursue their goals? Well, of course, that would be
called “SCUBA.” La Lame is doing very well with
its scuba fabric called “SCUBA,” which is a version
of neoprene. The “Neoprene” has more than 10
solid colors with black and white often in stock and
other fashion colors available. Our highest-quality
Neoprene is now featured in Bloomingdale’s and
Saks. The digital prints in the Neoprene fabric are
beautifully executed with vibrant colors, some with
20 colors or more. We are now developing our Neoprene with laser executions. This development will
be available shortly. The lace line at La Lame has
been expanded. We now offer laces that have been
embroidered, giving a new, textured look. Also, our
geometric laces with sequins give our customers a
larger line of choice. These features are receiving a
positive reaction from many new customers. Note: La
Lame will be at Première Vision in New York showing the elite French line Bugis Textiles of France. For
more information, visit www.lalame.com.
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Limeapple Swim offers a wide variety of feminine,
fun girls’ swimwear for girls ages 4 to16 that fit, flatter, move, and breathe. We’re a favorite among
girls—and their moms—because our style is energetic, bright, comfortable, and age-appropriate. Our
swimwear is performance quality and proves that
looking good while swimming is no sweat. Our
swim collection is designed for everything from cannon balls to forward dives, from fighting the waves
to beating the competition, and from lounging on
the beach to racing off the starting block. Live. Love.
Limeapple. www.limeapple.com
lll

Longitude® is designed with a real woman’s body
in mind. Longer length equals finer fit for every body
type as well as excellent seat and back coverage.
Straps are made to stay put on your shoulders.
Smoothing comfort comes from inner firming
shapewear. Modern styling in figure-enhancing suits
in timely, colorful prints beautifully coupled with
solid color-block suits draw the eye to your best
features. This collection offers a refreshing new approach to youthful, ageless swimwear. www.longitudeswim.com

Miraclesuit® created the first collection of ladies’
control swimwear and, decades later, still reigns as
the leader in this category. Legions of dedicated fans
throughout the world love the collection because it
delivers on the promise of looking 10 pounds lighter
in 10 seconds®. The design team at Miraclesuit’s
first focus is on unique innovation, control, and comfort. New patented technologies provide Miraclesuit
with exclusive innovation for a swimsuit simply created like no other in the world. Silhouettes are created with expert draping and shirring to enhance the
body and provide comfort control while embracing a
woman’s curves. Miraclesuit garments are made with
our unique proprietary fabric, Miratex®. These fibers
contain two times more Lycra content, which assures
all-day comfort, color fastness, and fit. “Look 10
pounds lighter in 10 seconds.” www.miraclesuit.com
lll

The PB Sport™ collection offers the active, on-trend
woman of today the perfect mix of sporty styling
complimented by fun and contemporary prints and
detailing. With the active woman in mind, the collection’s focus is on its strategic design and new to the
market silhouettes. PB Sport is a lifestyle. Its focus
is on fashion rather than performance, making it a
fashion sport collection. PB Sport offers something
for every body, including flattering one pieces, high
waisted bikini sets, and matching zip-up and pullover rash guards and crop tops. Features include
tummy control, bust support, and adjustability with
SwimShorts page 46
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Rappi: Cover-ups With Cachet

W

hen Bill and Matt Kallish first saw the
original artwork of Swiss artist and
textile designer Bogomir Krajnc, “there
was an immediate connection between us,”
Bogomir says. Bogomir had been looking
for an opportunity to incorporate his
original artwork into a fashion line, and
the Kallishes, currently involved in the
swim and ready-to-wear business,
were open to a new venture. The
immediate concept was resortwear
and cover-ups. As Bill says, “It was
the best way to display Bogomir’s art in
a big, bold, and beautiful way.”
And so began Rappi, a collection of 13
silhouettes in 7 groups of chiffon resortwear
and cover-ups for the stylish woman,
launching in Cruise 2017. “This is an artinspired line, created by an international
artist,” Bill says. “This gives us cachet
and provides our customers with unique
statement pieces.”
The design process begins in
Switzerland, where globe-traveling
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Bogomir—whom Bill describes as “a renaissance
man”—produces hundreds of artworks,
winnowing them down “to something spectacular
and unique to the industry.” Once the
prints are selected, as Matt explains,
they are engineered and specifically
placed on each style. The collection
is manufactured in Los Angeles,
earning it a “Made in the USA” label.
Bogomir’s vivacious prints, from
lush tropicals and florals to bold color
strokes, are digitally printed, yielding
hundreds of vibrant, penetrating colors.
The breezy, elegant silhouettes include
caftans, kimonos, tank dresses, wraps,
ponchos, full skirts, and palazzos.
Rappi is targeting better specialty and
swim stores, boutiques, resorts, and spas.
“Frankly, the print artistry these days is really
average,” Bogomir says. “We have luxury.”

rappidesign.com
310.320.7300
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new styling including a criss-cross, high-neck silhouette and a sleeveless V-neck pullover rashguard.
lll

PilyQ is a European-inspired brand of
“cabana chic” swim and resort wear.
Offering an array of ultra-feminine swimwear, graceful tunics, and flirty shorts, PilyQ
encompasses everything a woman needs for
a stylish getaway from sun up to sun down.
Our alluring designs are inspired by our life’s
travels—always within reach of an exotic
beach and the sun’s glowing heat.
lll

Rappi’s resortwear and cover-ups offer an artinspired designer collection of statement pieces. Renowned artist Bogomir Krajnc strategically places his
original artwork on each piece, creating a look that is
unique and eye catching. Rappi’s fluid lines, infused
with vibrant hues and bold prints, will complement
every resort wardrobe. Carefree glamour, impeccable
quality, colorful aesthetic. Made in the USA (Los
Angeles). Welcome to the world of Rappi. http://rappidesign.com

Reebok offers the best in quality athletic swimwear.
Its power-shaper fabric slims and shapes while offering a built-in power bra with cups that give surround
support and anti-bounce. The body stays lean and
sleek, keeping the tummy pulled in while the suit
maintains is shape longer than others. Suits have
enhanced chlorine resistance. Every suit has a silver
lining, providing anti-odor and anti-bacterial. Reebok is a suit for a woman who is truly out in her suit
often and is very active. She wants to look great but
doesn’t want to think too much about her suit everyday. She needs her suit to do the work for her so she
can focus on the other important things in life.
lll

Sands51 collaborates with our Dominican operation, “DRSTAR,” to symbiotically create, build, and
mold your concepts into amazing garments in an
atmosphere that is ripe to meet all your needs—in
the warmth of the Dominican Republic. We are Gold
WRAP–certified cut-and-sew experts of stretch-knit
garments: swimwear, activewear, sportswear, yoga
wear, and compression. Electronic pattern and grading for ease of data exchange. Worldwide sourcing
with satellite offices in Shanghai and Miami for all
your development needs. Now announcing a new
alliance—partnering with an expert team on the
ground in Vietnam and Cambodia for Asian product
as well. The DR is 3½-hour trip from the East Coast,
and our expert team in Asia is an email away. Thirty
years of stretch knit experience. Ice-cold cerveza for

those who take the plunge. Come, explore with us.
Contact company President Seth H. Schreiber at
(516) 639-6211 (USA) or (829) 619-3549 (Dominican
Republic) or seths@shschreiber.com. Proud member
of the AAPN.
lll

Surf Expo is the longest-running and largest watersports and beach/resort lifestyle trade show in the
world. Produced in January and September each
year, the shows draw buyers from specialty stores,
major resorts, cruise lines, and beach rental companies from across the U.S. and more than 70 countries. Surf Expo features approximately 2,600 booths
of apparel and hard goods and a full lineup of special
events, demos, fashion shows, and annual award
ceremonies. The show is consistently awarded by the
trade-show industry for growth in attendance; recently the 2015 shows were named among TSNN’s Top
25 Fastest Growing Trade Shows for attendance. All
shows are open to the trade only. The next Surf Expo
is September 8–10, 2016, with Board Demo Day
Sept. 7. www.surfexpo.com
lll

The Collective Shows presents The Swim Collective Trade Show, hosted at the Hyatt Regency in
Huntington Beach, Calif. The Swim Collective is recognized as the biggest West Coast swimwear trade
show, offering buyers more than 1,000 lines across
SwimShorts page 48

• CUSTOM DIGITAL PRINTING
• NO MINIMUMS
• FAST TURN-AROUND
• FLUORESCENT / NEON COLORS
• ROLL TO ROLL
SUBLIMATION PRINTING
• LARGE FABRIC LIBRARY
TO CHOOSE FROM
• HUNDREDS OF
IN-STOCK PRINTS

Pascale Swim

SwimShow - Booth 134
Swim Collective - TBD
Surf Expo - TBD

GEOTEXPRINT.COM
GEOTEX@MULTITEX.US
P: (323) 588-3100

F: (323) 588-1499

2445 S. SANTA FE AVE. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90058
Apparel by Amanda Sage Collection
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all swimwear categories. For more information,
visit our website. www.swimcollective.com

and Robb & Lulu. Visit www.swimmiamicollections.com.
lll

california

lll
WATERWEAR

From brand-new events to brand-new lines
to a complete redesign of the entire layout,
SwimShow will be bolder and better than ever.
As the industry’s largest and most established
swimwear trade show, we’re kicking off the start
of the buying season by hosting four days of
the best swim brands in the world. Not to miss
is the expanded men’s, children’s, accessories,
resort, and lifestyle areas—which feature the
best new and fashion-focused collections we
are seeing from this area of the industry. Show
dates are July 16–19 at the Miami Beach Convention Center. www.swimshow.com
lll

Designers, buyers and media from around the
world are welcomed to view the 2017 collections at the W South Beach from July 14 to 17.
The SWIMMIAMI team focused on building
on the last season’s success to create a hub
where swim week attendees can mix, mingle,
and attend runway shows on the outdoor runway set atop the W South Beach pool and a
more intimate state-of-the-art tented runway
dubbed the “Lycra Swim Salon.” The schedule
features swimwear’s hottest designers, including Frankie’s Bikinis, Gottex, Hot-as-Hell, Indah,
Issa de’ Mar, KAOHS, Mint Swim, Revel Rey

Introducing Tori Praver Swimwear’s Resort
2017 collection: Royal Castaway. Evoking
the feeling of a whimsical European vacation,
the assortment incorporates hand-sewn floral
embroidery in addition to designer Tori Praver’s
signature smocking, while a unique embroidered
eyelet reminds us of the beauty captured in Grecian ceramics. Tori Praver Swimwear introduces
a new range of bottom coverages this season,
expanding her line to a broader audience. Complementing the dreamy aesthetic of the swim
collection is a line of ready-to-wear pieces inclusive of beach-ready rompers, overalls, maxis,
and breezy separates. “I was beyond excited
to design the 2017 collection. I couldn’t have
asked for a better source of inspiration than the
majestic landscape of Greece,” Praver says.
“I’m also thrilled to offer some new styles for
our separates —fit and form are very important
to me and are the cornerstone for everything I
create, so this addition is very exciting.” www.
toripraverswimwear.com
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Texollini #07148N/005BA
NK Textile “Floral
Embroidery”
Confetti Fabrics “Armonia”

Tropicale
Lush tropical gardens are the
inspiration for swimwear and coverup
textiles with oversized blooms and
saturated shades.—Alison A. Nieder

Texollini #09029N/03
6BA
Taiana Blu #Way10-54853
Cinergy Textiles Inc.
#LACE-352

Pine Crest Fabrics #FVH0426C1 “Velvet
Feathers”

Under
the Sea
Designers head to the sea
for swim textile inspiration
and dive in to create watercolored designs accented
with the shades reminiscent
of coral and tropical
fish.—A.A.N.

Cinergy Textiles Inc. #ChalliMX8646V
Pine Crest Fabrics
#FTH21394C1 “DigiCipher”

NK Textile “Zebra
Foil”

Cinergy Textiles Inc.
#HMC-MX3049G
Cinergy Textiles Inc. #DTY-MX2672E

DIRECTORY
Taiana Blu #10002-0031
“Rating”
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Pine Crest Fabrics #FPT070C1

Cinergy Textiles Inc., (213) 748-4400,
www.cinergytextiles.com

Pine Crest Fabrics, (800) 877-6487,
www.pinecrestfabrics.com

Confetti Fabrics, (323) 376-0625,
www.jminternationalgroup.com

Taiana Blu, 39 031994411,
www.taiana.it

NK Textile, (949) 680-4743,
www.nipkowkobelt.com

Texollini, (310) 537-3400,
www.texollini.com
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creora¨ eco-soft low heat settable spandex
for softer hand and exceptional whiteness.

creora¨ highcloTM super chlorine resistant
elastane for lasting fit and shape retention.

creora¨ Color+ dyeable spandex for excellent
color fastness in blends with nylon.

Visit us at

Outdoor Retailer Show
3-6 August 2016
Booth 255-313

www.creora.com
creora¨ is registered trade mark of the Hyosung Corporation for its brand of premium elastane.

hyosung.indd 1
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For swimwear that goes the distance, LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ fiber delivers up to ten times the
longevity of unprotected spandex. This innovative fiber resists the effects of sunscreen and
pool water to prevent fiber breakage, so swimwear maintains a long-lasting fit.

LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ and MOVES YOU™ are trademarks of INVISTA.

~
The fiber that moves Swim.
®

To learn more about LYCRA® XTRA LIFE™ fiber,
contact Pattie.Ficorilli@invista.com or visit connect.lycra.com/swim

Anastasia Ashley, professional surfer
Swimsuit by TYR
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